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SEETA ANUPRAS – Remedy for Depression
Extract

of Geeta is absolutely correct – A man is born according to his past Karmas.
Achievements in the materialistic life are the results of not only one Janma but this is the
cumulative sum of the past Karmas. Beside past Karma favorable results i.e. material,
physical and spiritual gains one may achieve either by his present Kriyamaan Karmas or
may be with the blessings of any spiritual soul. Remedial measures in occult sciences
such as lucky gemstone, yantra, tantra and so called fengsui items etc. provide only
temporary effects and that too when are properly analyzed against
commercial
exploitation by an expert of occult sciences. Do you think that TV, banner, gurus or
media colorful and attractive advertisements of their mass products are justifying with
the mass of the sufferers and with the subject as well ? Think with your own brain.

My spiritual guru Sad Shri Adwetacharya ji maharaj of

Behraich (India) is running in his
th
16 physical body. His tremendous knowledge in spiritualism, occultism, mysticism etc.
is unique. This is not the matter of discussion or argument, experience yourself and than
make your intellectual concepts regarding my verdiction.

Long back ten lines on Shri Seeta ji was given me by Maharaj ji. In 1959 Maharaj ji stayed
with Shri Mathlesharan Gupt at Chirgaon, near Jhansi . During three days stay in spiritual
environment with him 100 lines on Shri Seeta ji were written not by his physical but
eternal soul. Shri Gupt was also astonished, he agreed that in hindi literature this type of
poetry have never been appeared or even think of. Unfortunately 90 lines of this unique
eternal lines were stolen by one of his intellectual friend, resulting his entire literary life
ruined and later he was declared mentally retarded patient. Remaining ten lines were still
proved most effective in so called depression, mental stress, hysteric fits, schizophrenics
etc. ailments. So called is used because I do not keep these or such other ailments in the
category of any disease since these are simply mental attitude which one develop.

If any sufferer is enchanting these ten lines with its correct pronunciation, he may get rid
of such type of ailments. Keep this thing in mind that for the favorable results instead of
meaning pure pronunciation is essential.

Quote

any of the example where these lines are being enchanted and the patient is
suffering with depression, anxiety etc. I have number of such clinically bogus examples in
my file who were enchanting Seeta Anupras regularly and have become absolutely normal,
now they are leading perfect happy and prosperous life.

The depression cases cured by enchanting Seeta Anupras are kept with me and

may be

seen for your satisfaction

SEETA

ANUPRAS

SUNDER SANJEEVNI SUDHA SHANTI SADBHAV SUKRIT SANSAR SUMAN

SAM SARAL SUGAM SUMADHUR SUMANOHAR SUKHAD SAMMUNAT SARVA SHARAN

SHASWAT SHUBH SATYA SANATAN SATTA SARAS SUGHAR SATGUN SAAVAN

SANKAT SHANKA SANDEH SANI SANSHAY SANISHCHARI SHAKTI SHAMAN

SARVOPARI

SARVANTARYAAMINISARVESHWARESHWARI

SUDHI

SULAGAN

SANSTHITI SANHAR SRISTI SAAGAR SANTRAN SETU SAMBAL SAADHAN

SANKADIK SURGURU SAVITA SHUK SASHI SHEKHAR

SHARDA

SRI

SHANKAR SANKARSHAN

SARASWATI SAVITRI SHAILJA SACHI SHRUTI SAAR SRIJAN

SRISTI SUTIKA SWAYAM SHREYA SWAMINI SWATANTRA SEETA SUCHARAN

SAMRASADWET

SACCHIDANAND GHAN ME HAI

SARVA PRATHAM

SUNAMAN

( If any problem arising in proper pronunciation, I may plz. Be contacted )

